
Cust�izati� Opti�s
 SeaDek is easy to install, customizable, and available in a variety of sizes, thicknesses and colors. SeaDek can be tailored to fit 
a wide variety of applications on just about any type of boat including: sport & commercial fishing boats, flats boats, sailboats, ski boats, 

commercial marine craft, house boats, personal watercraft, towboats and more. 
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What is a “stock color?” Stock colors are sheets of SeaDek that we have readily available to cut.
Having stock colors on hand means that we don’t have to place an order for your foam which, in-turn, 

means that you’ll be enjoying your freshly #seadeked boat in no time!  
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ExamplesExamples

NOTES

LOGOS
Custom logos can easily be added to your boat. 

Prices will vary depending on size and machine time.

OUTER ROUTE
Provides the most foam surface area while letting the 
secondary color show around the outsides of the cut.

PINLINE
Adds that extra finishing touch to your boat.

2.5” FAUX TEAK
Furnishes your boat with the classic look of a teak deck or 
swim platform without the costly maintenance of real teak.



The ProcessThe Process

PAYMENT
Castaway Customs requires a $100 non refundable deposit prior to digitizing. The deposit will be applied towards the final invoice.

Upon completion of scan, a formal estimate based o� exact square footage including the customers options and specs will be provided.  
Once approved, a 50% deposit will be taken.

A proof based o� of customers options and specs will be provided.  One major revision (changing pattern or breaks) and two minor 
revisions (changing logo placement) will be provided free of charge.  Additional revision charges may vary based on time tracked.

Once the proof is finalized the job will move into production and the install will be scheduled.

All sales are final a�er 30 days.

Accepted types of payment: Cash, Cashiers Check, Check, Visa, MasterCard, Amex, Discover

Remainder of balance is due upon completed installation.

DRAWING
One of our experienced CAD designers takes all the scans of 

your boat and will draw out every piece.

CUTTING
Our CNC machines shape the foam with extreme accuracy and

are inspected for quality by our machinist before heading
out for installation.

INSTALLING
We will come to you, or you can come to us and one of our
installers will ensure that every break lines up just right by
inspecting it from multiple angles before sticking in place. 

SCANNING
We will come to you, or you can come to us and we will use our 
state-of-the-art machines to precisely measure every surface of 

your boat where you want SeaDek installed.



W�antyW�anty

HYPERFORM, INC.  LIMITED WARRANTY FOR SEADEK PRODUCTS
Thank you for your purchase of a Hyperform, Inc. product. This Limited Warranty (the “Warranty”) is made by HYPERFORM INC.

(“Hyperform”), a Florida corporation, in connection with the Buyer’s purchase of a Hyperform product, as more fully defined in that
certain purchase order of even date herewith (“the Covered Product”). This Warranty constitutes the entire agreement between 

Hyperform and the Buyer as to any warranty provided by Hyperform to the Buyer on the Covered Product

WHAT THIS LIMITED WARRANTY COVERS. Hyperform warrants to the Buyer (“Buyer”, for purposes of this Warranty, means only first purchaser of the 
Covered Product and does not extend to subsequent purchasers) that the Covered Products are free from defects in workmanship and materials at the 

time of manufacture and for a period of thirty-six (36) months from the date the Covered Products are shipped from Hyperform for delivery to the 
Buyer The limited warranty provided hereunder is subject to the strict precondition provided that the Covered Products are used and maintained in 

accordance with all Hyperform specifications for preparation, installation, storage, as set forth in the two documents, Storing SeaDek Instructions 
(TAB 4-21) and Applying SeaDek Instructions (TAB 4-20), relevant to the Covered Product, which may be found posted at seadek.com. Improper 

installation and/or repair voids this Warranty in its entirety, without exception.

I. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS OF BUYER. 
 By purchasing a Hyperform product, Buyer accepts this Warranty 
 and acknowledges the following:
A. That Buyer has read and understands and agrees to the terms 
  and limitations of this Warranty.
B. That Buyer has been provided with su�cient opportunity to 
  consult with independent legal counsel regarding this Warranty 
  and the limitations hereof, and that Buyer has not relied upon 
  any statements or representations of Hyperform for Buyer’s 
  understanding or interpretation of any provision hereof.
II. WHAT THIS LIMITED WARRANTY DOES NOT COVER. 
This limited warranty does not cover the installation of the Product 
onto any surface, nor does it cover adhesion of the Product to the
boat or to any other surface to which the Covered Products are 
applied. This warranty applies only to material and workmanship of 
the Covered Product itself. Some fading and/or discoloration of the
Covered Products may occur with time and use in the marine 
environment; such fading and/or discoloration is not covered by this 
limited warranty. This limited warranty covers only excessive
fading or polymer degradation resulting from defective materials. 
This warranty specifically EXCLUDES deformation, discoloration or 
other damage to the Covered Product, and EXCLUDES all other 
damage or loss, resulting from the Covered Product’s being subjected 
to temperatures in excess of 165°F (“Max Temp”). 
See Light Amplification (TAB 4-26). Max Temp may occur for example 
in certain specific installations which result in light amplification at 
the Covered Product surface due to reflection of sunlight from 
reflective surfaces or refraction of sunlight through light-transmissive
surfaces such as windshields or optically clear structures. Care should 
be taken to avoid installing the Covered Product in such areas. It is 
exclusively the Buyer’s responsibility to provide assurance that any 
particular installation will not exceed the Max Temp. Hyperform, Inc. 
shall not be responsible for any damage or loss resulting from any 
application or use of the Covered Product which exceeds the Max 
Temp. Installations resulting in the Covered Product’s experiencing 
temperatures in excess of the Max Temp shall void this Warranty in 
its entirety.
III. WHAT HYPERFORM WILL DO.
Covered Products determined by Hyperform to have material 
and/or workmanship defects will be covered as follows. Products 
deemed by Hyperform to be defective within thirty-six (36) months 
of shipment to Buyer will be replaced or a refund for the defective 
product will be provided. At Hyperform’s sole option, they may 
choose to cover the shipping charges of the replacement pad for 
shipping within the U.S. The Buyer will be responsible for all 
shipping charges for international shipping.
PROCEDURE. The Buyer shall first submit a completed 
End User/Dealer/Distributor/Cert Fabricator Warranty Replacement 
Request and supporting photographs depicting the defective 
condition and/or return the product. The instructions for this 
process can be found within the Return Material Authorization 
(RMA) document (Form 4-13). If deemed defective by Hyperform 
an RMA (Returned Merchandise Authorization) will be issued along 
with a credit or a replacement pad for the defective Product in 
accordance with the terms stated herein. 

IV. LIMITATIONS ON HYPERFORM LIABILITY 
  AND MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
A. Hyperform’s total liability under this Warranty shall not exceed the
  replacement value of the Covered Product.
B. In no event will Hyperform be liable under any theory of liability or 
  be obligated for consequential or indirect damages of any type or 
  nature.
C. This Warranty shall not be assigned or transferred by the Buyer 
  without the prior written approval of Hyperform.
D. This Warranty shall be governed by and construed according to 
  the laws of the state of Florida, U.S.A. The Parties agree to 
  personal jurisdiction in the state of Florida, and venue in Brevard
  County, Florida, or in the Federal Court for the Middle District of 
  Florida, Orlando Division.

V. WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS.
A. THIS WARRANTY SUPERSEDES AND REPLACES ANY PREVIOUS 
  WARRANTY MADE OR OFFERED TO THE BUYER BY HYPERFORM 
  AND SEADEK, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY 
  SET FORTH IN ANY OTHER AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE PARTIES 
  HERETO.
B. HYPERFORM SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES OF ANY 
  KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, NOT SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN 
  THIS WARRANTY. OTHER THAN AS SPECIFICALLY SET FORTH IN 
  THIS WARRANTY; (1) THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES ESTABLISHED 
  OR IMPLIES; (2) THERE ARE NO WARRANTIES WHICH EXTEND
  BEYOND THE DESCRIPTION ON THE FACE HEREOF; (3) NO 
  EXPRESS WARRANTY IS GIVEN; AND (4) NO AFFIRMATION OF 
  FACT OR PROMISE MAKE BY HYPERFORM, BY WORD OR ACTION, 
  SHALL CONSTITUTE A WARRANTY.
C. ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND/OR FITNESS 
  OR SUITABILITY FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE EXPRESSLY 
  EXCLUDED FROM THIS WARRANTY.
D. EXCEPT FOR THE PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THIS WARRANTY, NO 
  AGENT, EMPLOYEE, SUBCONTRACTOR, OR REPRESENTATIVE OF 
  HYPERFORM HAS ANY AUTHORITY TO BIND HYPERFORM TO ANY 
  OTHER AFFIRMATION, REPRESENTATION, OR WARRANTY 
  CONCERNING THE PRODUCT SOLD TO THE BUYER. UNLESS AN 
  AFFIRMATION, REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY IS SPECIFICALLY 
  INCLUDED IN THIS WARRANTY, IT SHALL NOT BE ENFORCEABLE
  BY THE BUYER.
E. HYPERFORM MAY, FROM TIME TO TIME, IN THEIR SOLE 
  DISCRETION OFFER TO REPAIR OR REPLACE COVERED PRODUCT IN 
  CERTAIN SPECIFIC SITUATIONS. SUCH OFFERS BY HYPERFORM, INC, 
  IF MADE, ARE NOT TO BE CONSTRUED AS A WAIVER OF ANY 
  EXCLUSION OR OTHER LIMITATION TO THIS WARRANTY STATED 
  HEREIN, NOR ARE THEY TO BE TO BE CONSTRUED AS A COURSE OF 
  DEALING THAT IN ANY WAY MODIFIES THE TERMS OF THIS 
  WARRANTY.



Installati� / C�eInstallati� / C�e

CARE/CLEANING
1. To clean dirt, footprints, etc. from your SeaDek, use an all 
  purpose cleaner, such as Formula 409®, and warm water 
  along with a medium bristled deck brush. Put the cleaner in 
  warm water. Take a medium bristled brush and dunk into the 
  soapy water. Work around on SeaDek until dirt, etc. comes up. 
  Rinse with water. Repeat if necessary.

2. To remove suntan lotion, use the all purpose cleaner alone 
  with a medium bristled deck brush. Put small amount of the 
  all purpose cleaner on oil. Dip medium bristled boat brush in 
  warm water and work around until oil is out. Rinse with water. 
  Repeat if needed.

3. To remove fish blood, use 1 cup bleach to 1 gallon of warm 
  water and soft bristled boat brush. Mix bleach and water take 
  soft bristled brush and dunk in water. In a circular motion 
  clean SeaDek until fish blood is up. Rinse with water. Repeat 
  if necessary. If not e�ective, see step 4.

4. To remove rust stains, use a cap full of MaryKate On & O� Hull 
  & Bottom Cleaner for fiberglass. Apply on the rust stain and 
  allow to soak for 3-5 minutes. If necessary, use latex/nitrile 
  gloves to massage the cleaner into the brushed or embossed 
  texture of the SeaDek pad. Rinse with water. Repeat if 
  necessary, the rust stain will eventually be removed. With 
  MaryKate Hull Cleaner, please be careful to avoid getting this 
  solvent on the sides of the SeaDek pad, it could damage the 
  lamination or PSA.

Please be careful with all cleaning products. 
Wear vinyl or nitrile gloves and eye protection. 

SOLVENTS TO AVOID
DO NOT USE:

–Mineral Spirits

–Mary Kate Hull Cleaner 
(not as a general cleaner, okay for Step 4 application only)

–Acetone 
(if it must be used, avoid the adhesives as best as possible)

–Bleach 
(if used, dilute 1:1 with water)

For best cleaning results, tend to all stains, spills and leaks as 
soon as possible

INSTALLATION
TOOLS:
 1. Sharp razor knife
 2. Isopropyl Alcohol or Acetone
 3. 1-Inch Masking Tape

VIDEOS OF INSTALLATION:
 1. Watch a video demonstration of installation on the SeaDek
   website at: www.seadek.com under the DIY section.

STORAGE:
 1. SeaDek should be stored in a cool, dry, indoor location until 
   installed on boat.

INSTALLATION LIMITATIONS:
 1. Do NOT install SeaDek in temperatures below 60 degrees 
   Fahrenheit.
 2. Do NOT attempt to remove and adjust placement once pad 
   is down.

PREPARATION:
 1. Use isopropyl alcohol or acetone on the surface area. 
   Thoroughly clean the surface area where SeaDek will be
   applied. Please follow your state regulations for proper 
   chemical handling.
 2. Make sure all grease, adhesive, mold-release, wax and other 
   substances are removed before installing the product.
   The area must be completely dry before applying pads.

INSTALLATION:
 1. Before you peel back the adhesive backing, place the pads 
   on the surface area to verify the fit and spacing in order
   to determine the exact location of the pad(s).

 2. Turn pad over so that the adhesive backing is face up. With 
   a sharp razor knife carefully cut the paper adhesive
   backing from the center of the pad towards the edges 
   (center to top edge, center to bottom edge) to ensure it
   does not rip. Be sure to completely cut through the adhesive 
   backing but DO NOT cut into the pad.

 3. Now starting from the center cut you just made, peel back 2” 
   of the paper backing and fold to crease it. Repeat on
   the other side. Fold both pieces of the paper backing back in 
   place to cover the adhesive.

 4. Turn the pad back over and reposition it exactly where you 
   want it installed.

 5. Firmly secure one side of the pad to the surface area using 
   1-inch masking tape. Taping prevents the pad from moving.

 6. Lift up the side that is not taped down and peel the paper 
   backing to the crease. Gently lay the pad back in place.

 7. Firmly press down on the pad where the exposed adhesive is. 
   Apply pressure from the center of the pad outward
   (center to top, center to bottom) to ensure no air is trapped 
   beneath the pad.

 8. Continue to lift the pad and peel back the paper backing to 
   expose an additional 2” - 3” and repeat step 7.

*DO NOT PULL OR STRETCH THE PAD(S)*

 9. Once the first side is complete, remove the masking tape and 
   repeat steps 7 and 8 for the other half of the pad.
   Apply pressure to the pad to ensure there’s a firm bond 
   between the pad and the surface area.

 10. Firmly press down on all edges to ensure no water will 
   permeate the pads. 



Light Amplificati�Light Amplificati�

LIGHT AMPLIFICATION
Light amplification occurs when the sun reflects o� of certain surfaces, and is directed into one spot on the SeaDek, which damages it.

When this happens in certain applications, under certain conditions the SeaDek can be exposed to temperatures above the operational
temperature of 165˚F (73˚C).

Lighter colors reduce the light amplification problem. However, it will not be covered under our standard warranty if light amplification
occurs. Other material problems will still be covered.

After installation, the preferred method of storage is that the boat (or any other surface of application) be covered.
SeaDek pads are very durable, but they will last longer and the colors will fade more slowly if they are not exposed to the elements when

not in use. Examples include keeping the boat; in a garage, covered with a canvas boat cover, in a covered boat slip, etc.

Situations to Avoid:
Inflatable pool toys or water bottles stored long-term on SeaDek, or placing SeaDek near reflective surfaces or beneath glass as

detailed in Section II in the SeaDek warranty.
These objects can refract/reflect light, thereby concentrating the beams to a level which can be destructive to the SeaDek pad.

LIGHT AMPLIFICATION BURNS

LIGHT REFLECTION


